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Recognizing Context
In Part 1, sometimes statements include things you can see, or words that you might expect to hear –
but nevertheless they incorrectly describe the context. Look at the photographs and write T (True) or
F (False) for each statement.
Picture 1

1. The hotel room is being cleaned.
2. The guest is checking into a hotel.
3. The room is very clean and tidy.
4. The man is admiring the view from
the balcony.
5. The businessman is giving a
presentation.
1. ___ 2. ___ 3. ___ 4. ___ 5. ___

Picture 2
1. The waiter is serving a customer.
2. The man is paying for his meal.
3. The restaurant is crowded with
diners.
4. The man is pouring some tea from
a pot.
5. The customer is enjoying his food.
1. ___ 2. ___ 3. ___ 4. ___ 5. ___
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Answers
Picture 1: 1. False [We can see a hotel room, and it is clean, but it is not being cleaned right now.], 2.
False [The man might be a guest in a hotel, but he is not checking into the hotel.], 3. True, 4. True , 5.
False [The man could be a businessman, but he is not giving a presentation. He is admiring the view.]
Picture 2: 1. False [This is a restaurant, so we might expect to hear waiter and customer, but the man is
a customer, and he is pouring tea, not serving anyone.], 2. False [We can see a man, and we can
associate meal with the situation, but the man is not paying for anything.], 3. False [This is a restaurant
and we can see a diner, but the restaurant is not crowded with diners.], 4. True, 5. False [The man is a
customer, and he is enjoying himself, but there is no food on the table.]

Expansion activity
Look at this photograph. Write two sentences to accurately describe the context.

1. _________________________________________________________ .
2. _________________________________________________________ .
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